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Abstract

of translating biomedical terms and abstracts from
English into Basque (en-eu), as well as translating
biomedical abstracts between English and Spanish
(en-es and es-en). For translating the test data from
English into Basque, we concatenate our best en-es
system with our es-eu system, both for translating
abstracts and terminologies.

In this paper we describe the systems developed at Ixa for our participation in WMT20
Biomedical shared task in three language pairs,
en-eu, en-es and es-en. When defining our approach, we have put the focus on making an
efficient use of corpora recently compiled for
training Machine Translation (MT) systems
to translate Covid-19 related text, as well as
reusing previously compiled corpora and developed systems for biomedical or clinical domain. Regarding the techniques used, we base
on the findings from our previous works for
translating clinical texts into Basque, making
use of clinical terminology for adapting the
MT systems to the clinical domain. However,
after manually inspecting some of the outputs
generated by our systems, for most of the submissions we end up using the system trained
only with the basic corpus, since the systems
including the clinical terminologies generated
outputs shorter in length than the corresponding references. Thus, we present simple baselines for translating abstracts between English
and Spanish (en/es); while for translating abstracts and terms from English into Basque
(en-eu), we concatenate the best en-es system
for each kind of text with our es-eu system. We
present automatic evaluation results in terms
of BLEU scores, and analyse the effect of including clinical terminology on the average
sentence length of the generated outputs. Following the recent recommendations for a responsible use of GPUs for NLP research, we
include an estimation of the generated CO2
emissions, based on the power consumed for
training the MT systems.
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Introduction

The WMT20 Biomedical shared task calls for developing systems for translating biomedical abstracts and terminologies between several languages. In our case, we participate in the task

Related work

For translating biomedical texts from English into
Catalan, Costa-jussá et al. (2018) use a pivoting or
cascade approach, translating the texts first from
English into Spanish (en-es), and then from Spanish into Catalan (es-ca). This technique is useful
when there are more bilingual in-domain sentences
for each of the language pairs (en/es and es/ca) than
for the desired source and target languages (en/ca).
Since there are low resources for en/eu biomedical
domain, but we have access to many resources for
en/es and es/eu in the biomedical or clinical domain, we follow the same approach for translating
the test sets from English into Basque (en-eu).
Since most of the available in-domain corpus is
monolingual, we also make use of traditional backtranslation and forward translation techniques (Sennrich et al., 2016).
In our previous work for translating clinical
texts between Basque and Spanish, we showed
that including clinical terminologies directly into
the training corpus was useful for domain adaptation when no bilingual in-domain sentences were
available (Soto et al., 2019a). As clinical terminologies, we refer to the automatic translation into
Basque of SNOMED CT (IHTSDO, 2014), which
is considered the most comprehensive, multilingual
clinical health care terminology collection in the
world. In this work, we extend the number of clinical terminologies as part of the ongoing translation
of SNOMED CT into Basque (Perez-de-Viñaspre,
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2017), and include the provided ICD-10 resources
plus other smaller terminology collections recently
created for translating Covid-19 related texts.

3

Resources

For training our baseline en/es systems, we make
use of the Medline corpus provided by the organisers of the WMT20 Biomedical shared task, as
well as the recently compiled TAUS Corona Crisis
Corpus.1
For backtranslation (es-en) and forward translation (en-es), we use the English corpus prepared
by Sketch Engine2 , based on the Covid-19 related corpus compiled for a recent Kaggle competition (Wang et al., 2020).
As a final step, we include several clinical terminologies: 1) the ICD-10 (en-eu) corpus provided by the organisers of the WMT20 Biomedical shared task, adding the corresponding Spanish
counterparts; 2) terms obtained from the automatic
translation into Basque of SNOMED CT (Perez-deViñaspre, 2017), including terms up to 11 tokens; 3)
a recent SNOMED CT interim release of Covid-19
related terms3 , manually translated into Basque by
a translator of the Basque public health service (Osakidetza); and 4) a collection of Covid-19 related
terms recently compiled by Elhuyar4 , including all
the terms published until June 185 .
For training our es-eu system, we use the aforementioned terminologies together with an out-ofdomain corpus formed mainly by news (Etchegoyhen et al., 2016), previously applying a language
identification tool6 to exclude sentences where
most of the terms are named entities like locations
or person names. Doing this, a bigger part of the
vocabulary can be used to translate biomedical or
clinical terms. Furthermore, as in-domain corpus
we use clinical notes in Spanish coming from the
1

https://md.taus.net/corona
https://www.sketchengine.eu/covid19/
3
http://www.snomed.org/
news-and-events/articles/
march-2020-interim-snomedct-release%
2DCOVID-19
4
https://www.elhuyar.eus/
eu/site/prentsa-aretoa/368/
covid-19-gaitzaren-inguruko-terminologia%
2Dgure-hiztegietako-azkenaldaketak
5
when the English term was missing, if there was no doubt
about how to translate it, the first author manually translated
it; while if there wasn’t a clear translation into English or the
term was more related to socioeconomics than biomedical
domain, it wasn’t included in the en/es corpus.
6
https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py
2

hospital of Galdakao-Usansolo for forward translation and copying (Currey et al., 2017). This corpus
was compiled between 2008 and 2012.7
For the evaluation of en/es systems, we use
Khresmoi;8 while for es-eu we use templates of
clinical notes in Basque written in the Donostia
hospital (Joanes Etxeberri Saria V. Edizioa, 2014),
together with their manual translations into Spanish
made by a bilingual doctor.
Table 1 presents the description and statistics of
our corpora.

en/es

es-eu

Description
Medline (WMT Biomedical)
TAUS Corona Crisis Corpus
Sketch Engine Covid-19 (en)
ICD-10 (WMT Biomedical)
SNOMED CT corpus
SNOMED CT Covid-19 corpus
Elhuyar Covid-19 corpus
Khresmoi (dev set)
Khresmoi (test set)
out-of-domain
in-domain (es)
ICD-10 (WMT Biomedical)
SNOMED CT corpus
SNOMED CT Covid-19 corpus
Elhuyar Covid-19 corpus
Donostia hospital (dev set)
Donostia hospital (test set)

Sentences
388,068
902,133
4,671,609
27,696
385,800
84
113
500
1,000
3,703,757
2,023,811
27,696
896,898
84
126
1,038
1,038

Table 1: Description and statistics of the used corpora.

4

Systems

For en/es we develop 3 systems: 1) using only
the bilingual in-domain corpus (Medline + TAUS
Corona Crisis Corpus), 2) including the Sketch Engine Covid-19 (en) corpus for backtranslation (esen) or forward translation (en-es), and 3) adding all
the clinical terminologies from ICD-10, SNOMED
CT and Elhuyar.
For es-eu we train a unique system using the outof-domain corpus and the clinical terminologies,
as well as the in-domain (es) corpus for forward
translation and copying.
For training the backtranslation (en-es) and forward translation (es-en) systems, we used the bilingual in-domain corpus (Medline + TAUS Corona
Crisis Corpus); while for es-eu we used the out-ofdomain corpus and a reduced set of SNOMED CT
terminologies, as used in Soto et al. (2019b).
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7
Due to privacy requirements, this corpus is not publicly
available. Prior to use, it was de-identified by reordering
sentences, and only authors who had previously signed a nondisclosure commitment had access to it.
8
https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/
repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-2122

Lang. System
Baseline (Medline + TAUS)
es-en Baseline + backtranslation (bt)
Baseline + bt + terminologies
Baseline (Medline + TAUS)
en-es Baseline + forward translation (ft)
Baseline + ft + terminologies

All the systems are Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) models trained with OpenNMT (Klein et al.,
2017), using the recommended hyperparameters.9
When necessary, we halved the batch-size so that it
could fit in 2 GPUs, and accordingly doubled the
value for gradient accumulation.
We applied joint BPE-dropout (Provilkov et al.,
2020), with 32,000 merge operations for en/es and
90,000 for es-eu.

5

Results

Table 2 shows the BLEU scores of our systems
on the validation (dev) and test sets presented in
Table 1, together with previously published (es-eu)
results for comparison.
Lang. System
Baseline (Medline + TAUS)
es-en Baseline + backtranslation (bt)
Baseline + bt + terminologies
Baseline (Medline + TAUS)
en-es Baseline + forward translation (ft)
Baseline + ft + terminologies
Soto et al. (2019a)
es-eu Soto et al. (2019b)
This work

dev
56.57
61.60
60.95
48.02
50.20
49.92
11.30
11.85
6.21

test
52.55
57.25
56.89
46.30
47.19
47.15
12.04
11.24
5.15

Table 2: BLEU scores for systems developed for es-en,
en-es and es-eu translation directions (Lang.).

As expected, backtranslation significantly improves the es-en results (around 5 BLEU points);
while the gains obtained with forward translation
(en-es) are smaller (around 2 BLEU points in the
dev set and around 1 BLEU point in the test set).
However, we observe a slight decrease on BLEU
values when including the clinical terminologies
on the training corpus for both es-en and en-es
systems. For further analysing this, we calculate
the average sentence length of the different evaluation corpora as translated by the different systems.
Table 3 shows the average sentence length of the
validation (dev) and test sets after being translated
by each of the es-en and en-es systems. As a reference, the average sentence length of the original
dev and test sets are 22.70 (es) / 21.06 (en) and
24.03 (es) / 21.91 (en).
We observe that, except for the dev set translated
by the en-es systems, the lower sentence length is
always obtained when using the system including
the clinical terminologies. This is confirmed by a
fast check of the outputs generated when translating

dev
20.54
20.56
20.40
22.75
22.93
22.99

test
22.02
21.73
21.56
23.87
23.84
23.76

Table 3: Average sentence length of the different evaluation corpora as translated by the systems developed
for es-en and en-es translation directions (Lang.).

the official test sets provided by the organisers,
where we see that the sentences translated by these
systems usually end before having translated all
of the terms that appear in the input. Overall, the
sentence lengths of the generated translations are
closer to the original sentence lengths when using
the baseline systems; therefore, for en-es and es-en
we submit as best systems the translations produced
by the baseline systems, using only Medline and
TAUS corpora.
Regarding es-eu, in Table 2 we can see a severe decrease on BLEU scores comparing to our
previous works. For training the system in Soto
et al. (2019a) we used the same out-of-domain corpus (without applying langid.py) and a reduced
set of SNOMED CT terminologies (151,111 entries), both directly and inserted into artificial sentences; while in Soto et al. (2019b) we used this
same corpus without the artificial sentences, which
didn’t prove to be useful. Nevertheless, after manually checking the outputs generated by these 3
systems, we observe that the system developed for
this work performs generally better, so we submit
the translations produced by this system.10 As we
use a cascade approach for en-eu, we use the en-es
system including the terminologies for translating
abstracts; and the baseline system for translating
terminologies, as these were the best performing
systems on a fast human evaluation. 11
Once we have selected the best performing systems for each of the language pairs, since we are
allowed to submit 3 runs, in the case of en/es, for
each of the developed systems we submit an ensemble of the 3 models which obtained higher BLEU

9

http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/FAQ.
html#how-do-i-use-the-transformer-model
(Accessed on July 18, 2020.)
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It has to be noted that the evaluation corpus used for es-eu
has strong limitations, since the original sentences are written
for encouraging medicine students to write correctly; while the
translations into Basque made by a doctor are overall shorter,
use simplified grammar, often omit verbs and punctuation, and
use many acronyms.
11
Both for en/es and en-eu systems, the translations of the
first 10 sentences of the official test sets were checked; and in
case of tie, the next 10 sentences were also observed.

scores in the dev set during training; while for en-eu
we alternate between single and ensemble systems
for each of the en-es and es-eu systems. Specifically, we submit as best system an ensemble of the
baseline en-es system and a single es-eu system
for translating terminologies; while we use a single
en-es system including the terminologies and an
ensemble es-eu system for translating abstracts.
Table 4 shows the BLEU scores obtained on the
official test sets for each of the language pairs and
submitted runs for translating abstracts, as provided
by the organisers. We present in italics the result
of the expected best system for each language pair,
and in bold the highest BLEU score, as in previous
tables.
Lang. System
Baseline (Medline + TAUS)
es-en Baseline + backtranslation (bt)
Baseline + bt + terminologies
Baseline (Medline + TAUS)
en-es Baseline + forward translation (ft)
Baseline + ft + terminologies
single (en-es) + ensemble (es-eu)
en-eu ensemble (en-es) + single (es-eu)
ensemble (en-es) + ensemble (es-eu)

BLEU
40.65
40.71
39.96
41.71
38.36
38.58
8.15
7.82
8.84

Table 4: BLEU scores on the official test sets for translating abstracts in es-en, en-es and en-eu translation directions (Lang.).

Comparing to the submissions made by other
teams, our systems submitted for en/es obtain the
lowest BLEU scores among all the participants;
while for en-eu our best run is the second among
the best runs of each participant, only surpassed by
the three runs submitted by Elhuyar.
Finally, Table 5 presents the accuracy and BLEU
scores obtained by our systems when used for translating terminologies (en-eu), as provided by the
organisers.
Lang. System
single (en-es) + ensemble (es-eu)
en-eu ensemble (en-es) + single (es-eu)
ensemble (en-es) + ensemble (es-eu)

Acc.
0.12
0.08
0.13

some light about the performance of our systems.

6

Measured power consumption and
estimated CO2 emissions

Following the recommendations by Strubell et al.
(2019), we report the power consumed by our
GPUs when training the systems developed for
this work, along with the estimated CO2 emissions.
For calculating the training time, we use the time
shown in the first and last lines of the log file generated while training the systems, including also the
initial time for preparing the data, so the presented
values constitute an upper bound of the actually
consumed power. Nonetheless, we have to point
out that OpenNMT makes an efficient use of the
power capabilities of the GPUs, so we can say that
the numbers shown here are an accurate estimation.
Table 6 shows the number of GPUs, training time,
power consumption and estimated CO2 emissions
for each of the developed systems. All the GPUs
used for this work are Nvidia Titan Xp models with
250W power. We present the values of the different
systems in the same order as in Table 2, and estimate the CO2 emissions by applying equations (1)
and (2) in Strubell et al. (2019), considering only
the power consumed by our GPUs. Overall, the
CO2 emissions generated by our GPUs are approximately 329.44 lbs.

BLEU
13.14
7.21
14.81

Table 5: Accuracy (Acc.) and BLEU scores on the official test set for translating terminologies in en-eu translation direction (Lang.).

Surprisingly, the obtained automatic scores are
much lower than the ones obtained by the rest of
the participants (between 0.73 and 0.78 for accuracy, and approximately 71 to 74 BLEU scores).
However, the generated translations look quite sensible, so we expect the human evaluation will shed
878

Lang. GPUs Time (hh:mm) Power (kWh) CO2 e (lbs)
4
43:19
43.33
65.31
es-en
2
46:30
23.26
35.06
2
45:37
22.82
34.39
4
45:09
45.16
68.07
en-es
2
47:24
23.70
35.73
2
47:21
23.68
35.69
es-eu
2
73:14
36.62
55.20
TOTAL
329.44

Table 6: Number of GPUs, training time, power consumption and estimated CO2 emissions for each of the
developed systems (same order as in Table 2).

7

Conclusion and future work

In this work, we have presented a simple proposal using previously compiled corpora from the
biomedical or clinical domain, as well as clinical
terminology included directly to the training corpora. Apart from calculating BLEU scores, we
have also calculated the average sentence length of
the generated translations for en/es systems, and
observed that the systems including terminologies

performed generally worse than the baseline systems.
As future work, we plan to incorporate these clinical terminologies in a more efficient way (Dinu
et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). For improving
both training and evaluation, we’ll also use bilingual clinical domain corpora being compiled now
in collaboration with the Basque public health service (Osakidetza). Furthermore, since we have
observed that some of the translations generated by
the es-eu systems remain in Spanish, we’ll study
techniques to leverage in-domain monolingual data
in Basque like the one provided by the organisers
from Wikipedia.
Finally, we plan to keep reporting the consumed
power and consequently generated CO2 emissions,
probably making use of recently developed automatic tools (Henderson et al., 2020)12 .
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